Sample Question Paper
General Knowledge and Current Affairs:
1. Laws of gravitation were proposed by
(A) Newton (B) Edison
(C ) Madam Curie (D) Archimedes
2. Printing for the blind was invented by
(A) Benjamin Franklin (B) Louis Braille
(C ) C.V. Raman (D) Jagdish Chander Bose
3. The first revolt for India’s independence, also called the Sepoy Mutiny took place in
the year:
(A) 1848 (B) 1857
(C ) 1757 (D) 1856
4. Which state in India shares border with maximum number of other states:
(A) Madhya Pradesh (B) Rajasthan
( C) Uttar Pradesh (D) Bihar
5. Which of the following is not Union Territory:
(A) Lakshadweep (B) Manipur

(C ) Delhi (D) Chandigarh
6. AIDS stands for:
(A) All India Doctors Society (B) Acquired Immunity Deficiency Syndrome
(C) An International Disease Society (D) All India Dental Society
7. In which city is the headquarters of U.N.O. located
(A) Rome (B) New Delhi
(C ) Paris (D) New York
8. The first battle of Panipat was fought between:
(A)Babar and Ibrahim Lodhi (B) Humayun and Sher Shah Suri
(C )Akbar and Hemu (D) Alao-ud-din Khilji and Mohammod Tuglak
Aptitude for Law:
9. Choose the correct term for : Affidavit
(A) A certificate
(B) A statement on oath for use as evidence in law
(C) A mark sheet
(D) An application for bail
10. Choose the correct term for : Court Martial

(A) A military court to try persons under military law
(B) A court established by the state
(C) A court to decide marriage disputes
(D) Sentence to imprisonment
11. Choose the correct term for : Coma
(A) Used for letter writing (B) Used in writing to separate two parts of a sentence
(C) Complete loss of consciousness (D) State of disturbed mind
Mental Ability
Directions for Q. No. 12-14
Amit is son Rahul. Sarika, Rahul’s sister has a son Sonu and daughter Rita. Raja is the
maternal uncle of Sonu:
12. How is Amit related to Sonu?
(A) Nephew (B) Cousin (brother)
(C ) Uncle (D) Father
13. How is Rita related to Raja?
(A) Sister (B) Daughter
(C ) Niece (D) Mother

14. How many nephews does Raja have?
(A) 1 (B) 2
(C ) 3 (D) 0
Proficiency in English Language
15. From the given options, choose the correct form of idiom.
(A) To eat humble pie (B) To eat a humble pie
(C) To eat an humble pie (D) To eat one humble pie
16. The Synonym of Executioner is
(A) Manager (B) Executive
(C) Hangman (D) Judge
17. The correct antonym of Huge is
(A) Tiny (B) Brittle
(C) Insignificant (D) Little
18. ‘extempore’ means:
(A) Without previous preparation (B) An extreme step
(C ) Bad temper (D) Speaking with some aid

